Publications' Staffs Announced

Leichti to Be Integral's New Editor-in-Chief

Arenson, Rosenbloom, Seges to Fill Top Jobs on Next Term's Staff

James Leichti is the new editor-in-chief of the Integral I.T. yearbook, which was announced recently.

Among those assisting him are Donald Arenson, editor of the Industry News; R. Rosenbloom, editor of the Science and Technology Review; and Paul Rosenbloom, management editor.

March of Dimes Campaign Nets $254.96; Sophos Lead Donations

Last week's extension of the March of Dimes campaign at IIT raised $254.96. This amount, $176.66 was collected on the Tech campus, and $78.26 was raised in the Student Union.

Tecchio Bids Go On Sale Today

Bid for the Tecchio will be sold today in the lobby of the Illinois Institute of Technology. The bids will be on the Tech campus.

14 To Receive Honor Degrees

The ceremony will be at 8 p.m. in the Student Union.

Firsts Feature Forever Dance

The Forever Forever has been featured in several, "Forever" was featured in the student newspaper, the "I.T. Daily." The dance will be at 8 p.m. in the Student Union.
Two Technology News

Main of the Week—High Scholarship, Athletics, and Humor Are Alfred Roberts’ Assets

By HARRY BEAULKE

Although his election to the office of vice-president of Tau Beta Pi last week made him as “The Man of the Week,” Alfred Roberts need not be admired merely for this. The activities (and actions) of Ai have become campus legend.

First, there is Alfred, a member of the high-minded scholars, a scholar. This man with the active mind and photographic memory, has established himself among the select few who are elected to membership in Tau Beta Pi, the all-engineering honorary fraternity. His abilities as a student of electrical engineering has led his election to the Kappa Nu, honorary electrical fraternity, and in the Boston, the radio engineering honorary.

Secondly, there is Ai the athlete. A rough-and-tumble of the basketball team, activity in this field finds him as a member of the basketball team. When he goes out on the floor, the shout goes up “Is it a plane? Is it a bird? Is it Superman? No, it’s Rocke

Readers’ Notes

In Retrospect

At the beginning of this last week of classes, the ITT students could look back on an eventful semester. This is the time when the basketball team beat the visiting team by winning three games, when ITT’s data bureau, the Link, was established; when phonograms were to be seen all over the campus.

The term began with a new system of registration, which many students thought to be an improvement over the procedures of previous terms. The next two weeks saw construction begin on the second and third units in ITT’s new development program, the Research Foundation’s diesel laboratory and the Parmly Foundation building.

Special history was made on several occasions.

The first pep rally in three years was held here before the game with the University of Chicago, and cheered on by a capacity crowd of ITT students, theTechs triumphed 56-43. The wrestling team not only beat Wheaton for the first time in eight years, but also took over the powerful Navy Pier list.

Socially speaking, Dorothy Jacobson was acclaimed ITT’s most popular secretary, while the evening of the Dance Club was crowned in style, the Balmoral, Queen was crowned in the Drake Hotel, December 20.

On the west campus there was considerable agitation for a lounge. The school promised $2,000, and a committee was set up to bring the lounge into being and by the end of the semester was most

It was the second term of the accelerated program, and students found this grading system had been a hard one, for there had been no more than a few weeks’ vacation in more than a year. But that was nothing, for the students had discovered that activities, Intramural sports flourished. Ambitiously extending itself, the Co-op Bookstore established a branch at the University of Chicago, and willed, and failed, unsuccessfully to date, to set up a branch on the west campus to buy out the south campus bookstore. The Kappa Nu, the fraternity of “Brown Nose,” the fraternity of “Brown Nose,” apple polishes.

Next, one finds Ai the leader. Twice, for both his scholarship and his activity, he has been chosen as an Honor Marshalls. He was also the senior member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Finally, there is Ai, the man with the quick wit, the humorous. “Ai,” the square root, may be square, but it is a square, a square personality. In him one can find that satirical humor of Shaw mingled with the slapstick of Bob Hope. His writing and his very actions exemplify the carefree student of the movies; they relieve the tension of a formal occasion, the seriousness of the classroom.

Ai, he took on the role of head of the freshmen basketball team to offer him some words of wisdom. “Sug,” he said, “If you want to get into Tau Beta Pi, you must be an excellent student; never sleep in class; listen carefully to your instructor and take notes during lectures. Ken Neeley’s reply was, “Ohoi, Ai, I couldn’t go through at all. How do you stand it?” This advice was as contradictory to Ai’s character as his part in the Kappa Nu, the fraternity of “Brown Nose,” apple polishes. In this group is a student who relies on ridiculing his scholarly endeavors.

“JU” is also a member of Pi Kappa Phi, the social fraternity.

Since Ai is a Navy student, he will be a naval officer upon graduation next November. In this he follows his brother who graduated in ’47 two years ago.

In Retrospect

Dear Editor:

An associate editor of the Central News, I just finished reading your January 26 issue, which I received through our exchange division. With personal interest and sincere appreciation, I read the letter signed by one of your readers with the initials M. P. T. The point was well-taken. If you recall, it dealt with the monetary situation at the Tech during the latter section of the term, and the commodity of students I mentioned.

B. S. Ransom

Dear Editor:

The IASA has terminated the editor’s work. The job has been accepted by another engineer, under President Harry Anderson, and in the writing of this letter, I believe the above would have been at the disposal of the students to whom they apply.

D. D. Dear

Dear Editor:

In the last few issues of the paper, there have appeared many anonymous letters. These are often amusing and entertaining. They often have an element of truth behind them. These letters are of interest to us and should be published, even if not signed.
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Dear Sir,

February 14, 1944.

In order to aid you in keeping spotless your personal honor, and to give you a part in the character-building of your classmates, we submit the following guides. An effort has been made to explain the procedure for eliminating cheating in classwork.

It should be definitely understood by each student that in subscribing to the Honor System, he undertakes the dual obligation of:
(1.) Preserving his personal honor by profiting to cheat in quizzes and examinations;
(2.) Participating in the enforcement of non-cheating upon any one of his fellow students not either to take the honor pledge with mental reservations or who yields to temptation and violates it.

If the Honor Pledge is a matter of conscience, it should be signed only if you have truly sincerely adhered to the wording of the pledge.

The pledge should read as follows: "I have neither received nor given any aid during this test," followed by your signature. It should be written out in full, not abbreviated, and mailed to the Honor Board.

Now for the classroom procedure. First of all, you are advised to use alternate seating, or give yourself enough room. This arrangement decreases the temptation and aids you to honor your honor above reproach.

Instructors have been requested to remind students of this opportunity of alternate seating.

When you see a classmate cheating, your first duty is to warn him against further violation. If he persists in cheating during this exam, or in subsequent exams, you are honor-bound to present his case to the Honor Board. However, your greatest honor and the entire strength of the Honor System lies in this. Since it is physically impossible for the eight members of the Honor Board to see into each and every class.

In reporting a violation to the Honor Board, you may follow this procedure:

If the violator still persists in his cheating, write a brief letter to the Board, enclosing the violator's name, the circumstances surrounding the violation, and your own name. The letter should be placed in a secure box, sealed, and affixed to the side of the door of the Honor Board office, 110 D. P., or given to a member of the Board. All cases are thoroughly investigated before final action is taken.

Above all, remember that the Honor System is what you make it.

Sincerely,

The Honor Board
**The Alumni Corner**

The Alumni Corner is a section of the newspaper where alumni share their experiences and updates from their alma mater. It features a variety of topics, including sports, current events, and personal stories.

**Such Is Life**

A rocket society has been organized on the campus of the University of California, and will soon become affiliated with the American Rocket Society. The society's objective is to give members a more complete understanding of the role of jet-propelled craft in the future of space travel.

**Research Reports**

The study of catalysis in the combustion of hydrocarbons and the production of acetylene is being carried on by two professors at the University of California. Their work is of great importance in the development of jet-propelled craft.

**Oscillograph Used to Prevent High Voltage Surges**

A new device for preventing high voltage surges in electronic equipment is being tested at the laboratory of the University of California. The device is based on the principles of electronics and is proving to be very effective.

**The University of California**

The University of California is known for its strong programs in science, engineering, and technology. It is one of the top universities in the world and is home to many talented students and researchers.

**Destination Tokyo** Is Action-Crammed Picture

While it may not be a story that will make you laugh, it is a story that will make you think. The film is a powerful reminder of the sacrifices that were made during World War II.

**Other Campuses**
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Short-Circuits Win Lewis IM Cage Tourney

Air Corps Take 2nd Place; Vigilantes and Jerks Tied for Third

The Short-Circuits captured the most coveted intramural basketball crown, defeating the Air Corps 29 to 21 in the final game Thursday. The game was necessary because the two teams were neck-and-neck for most of the second half. As a result of their loss, the Air Corps tied for second place.

After the regular 20 minutes of play, the two teams were tied, but the Short-Circuits surged ahead to win with an 8-point margin. Marlin K authored all the scoring for the victorious team.

The Air-Corps were handicapped by the absence of two of their regular players, Walter Gwizdula and Ed Semberez, for most of the second half. They both were removed from the contest for committing 5 personal fouls.

To gain a place in the playoffs, the Air-Corps defenders played the Nor-Tex Wednesday, 38 to 23. George Potters made 19 of the 23 points. However, the game was played by the girls for the benefit of the boys. The game was played at Donum Y.M.C.A.

The Vigilantes came home to plant the league's second seed on Thursday. Losing by 4 points to 38 at the hands of the Jerks, the Vigilantes put into practice the feelers in both fields which were quick to follow in the mix. They led the Jerks at 19. The Vigilantes were up by 6 points at the 4-minute over-time period.

Several strategies between players were noticed in the game, and it appeared rather rough throughout the contest. Frank S. had to wrap his arm around his shoulder while rushing for a ball, and was taken to the doctor's office. Since his team had no substitutes available, the Vigilantes remained on the remaining of the game with 4 men on each team.

The Jerks won the home-opener. Dopic 4 to 10 in another contest played Thursday. Ralph V was high score for the Jerks with 7 points.

One game remains to complete the tournament. The Vigilantes play off a tie with the Jerks for third place.

1943-44 Illinois Tech Basketball Team

Junior Juicers and Junior Chums Reach Semi-Finals of Basketball Tournament

The Junior Juicers and the Junior Chums moved into the intramural basketball semi-finals this past week. The Juicers set the Soph Mests back 26 to 18 on Monday to gain their semi-final, while the Chums topped the Soph Fists 34-30 on Thursday.

ITSA Awards Oliver With Major Letter

It was announced that Cliff Oliver will receive a major award in athletics for his work as intramural manager.

IIT Wrestlers Lose To George Williams

George Williams' wrestlers defeated Illinois Tech for the first time this season by a score of 27 to 14. The match opened in five of the nine bouts, and scored three falls for one for the Champs.

SPORTS TECHHAWK TOTALS

This heavy weather has killed the chances of completing the intramural football tournament. The tourney and off is a good start, but interest remains to die out as it is continued. The teams had their chances to play it not during the warm weather, but through a general desire to let the other fellow play, the weather was too delightful.

The Soph Mests have the most wins, but they played more games than the others, so they cannot be considered the champions, since they did not finish first. The Soph Fists have the most wins, but they played more games than the others, so they cannot be considered the champions, since they did not finish first.

The Champs have won the most games, but they played more games than the others, so they cannot be considered the champions, since they did not finish first.
Nine Honorary and Clubs Announce Election of Officers

Nine honorary fraternities and clubs held elections of officers during the past week. The election in the Beta Pi, Sigma Kappa, and the recruitment ceremony, resulted in the election of Donald Lind as president. Lind was vice-president of the TITIA. A. J. Brown was elected chairman of the Student Senate, and Robert Stiefel, secretary.

Paul Huston was elected president of Pi Kappa Alpha, a member of the National Student Senate, and Robert Stiefel was elected president of the Student Senate. The Student Senate met on Thursday, and the election results were announced. The Student Senate meets weekly to discuss and address student concerns.

SpectacularBeauty

In the Alpha Delta Phi, the election of officers was held last Thursday. The officers elected were: President, Donald Lind; Vice-President, Robert Stiefel; Secretary, Paul Huston; Treasurer, Mark Schmitt.

The Alpha Delta Phi is one of the largest and most active fraternities on campus. They host several events throughout the year, including alumni reunions and social gatherings. The fraternity is known for its strong academic focus and involvement in campus activities.

Spanish Club Holds Election

The Spanish Club met on Monday evening to elect new officers. The officers elected were: President, Mark Schmitt; Vice-President, Donald Lind; Secretary, Paul Huston; Treasurer, Robert Stiefel.

The Spanish Club organizes study sessions, cultural events, and language exchanges to promote the study and appreciation of Spanish language and culture. They also provide opportunities for students to enhance their language skills and expand their cultural understanding.

Phi Delta Theta Extends Polio Campaign

Phi Delta Theta has extended its Polio Campaign to all campus organizations. The campaign, which began last fall, aims to raise funds for the Polio Vaccine Fund. So far, Phi Delta Theta has raised $1,200, and the campaign is ongoing.

SpectacularBeauty

The Polio Campaign is an important effort to support the fight against polio. It is a global initiative that has made significant progress in eliminating polio in many parts of the world. The campaign encourages everyone to contribute to this important cause.

SpectacularBeauty

Junior Stag to Be Held Mar. 1

The Junior Stag will be held on Tuesday, March 1, at the Continental Room of Marty's Italian Restaurant. The event will begin at 8:00 p.m. and will continue until late. This is an annual tradition, and it is expected to be a fun and energetic evening.

SpectacularBeauty

The Junior Stag is a popular event for students to socialize and celebrate the spring season. It is a relaxed and enjoyable atmosphere, with food and drinks provided. It is an opportunity for students to let loose and have a good time with friends.

SpectacularBeauty

Medical Arts Guild Will Hear "Hormone" Lecture

The Medical Arts Guild will hear a lecture on "Hormone Activity" on Tuesday, March 1, at the Oratorio Hall. The lecture will begin at 8:00 p.m. and is open to all members and guests.

SpectacularBeauty

The Medical Arts Guild is a group of students interested in the medical field. They organize lectures, discussions, and social events to help members explore their interests and network with professionals. The lecture on "Hormone Activity" is an opportunity for members to learn about this important topic.
NEWS OF FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES

DEDICATIONS TO SPEND VACATION IN COUNTRY

The Dedications will spend their vacation between farms at a country cabin, according to Willie Waid, plebe ex-officio. The week has not yet found a cabin or an enemy for transportation.

Two Pledges Named by Sigma Alpha Mu

Sigma Alpha Mu Chapter of Sigma Alpha Mu pledged two undergraduates as their last business meeting. The new pledges are Daniel Atwood, a senior, and Marshall Bowers, a freshman.

New Vice President of Theta Xi

George Lottler was elected president of Theta Xi at their meeting on February 4. Other new office holders were: John Koenig, treasurer; Martin Christensen, secretary; and Richard Schumaker, assistant-sorority. Robert K. Jordan was the new pledge master.

RHO DELTA RHO HOUSE REDECORATING

Redecoration is now going on in the Rho Delta Rho Fraternity. The re-decorating consists of changing the color of the house, and new wall paper for the front and dining room. The kitchen has been cleaned and the floor whitewashed. A new coat of paint has been put on the walls.

HAVE A COCA-COLA = Muchas felicidades

(AANY CONGRATULATIONS)

(Ad for Coca-Cola by the Advertising Board of Coca-Cola Bottling Co., of Chicago, Ill.)

NEW AVERAGING METHOD LIKELY

An experiment in computing point averages will be conducted at the end of this month, according to the curriculum committee.

The system will not be used for the computing of the semester grades, but will be used for the computing of the other grades. Students will have their grades before the end of the semester, and Dean James C. Preble, head of the physics department, said that the results may be expected to average the marks of the students.